


look up
look arround

look for creativity



En indigoff buscamos innovar en diseño, funcionalidad 
y tecnología, permitiendo que nuestros clientes puedan 
gozar d e un espacio ó ptimo a través d e nuestros 
productos.
 
Nos encontramos dentro de un mercado en constante 
evolución, por l o que nuestro know-how e n cuanto a  
soluciones d e acústica, s ustentabilidad y  s ervicio nos 
convierte en la mejor opción para cualquier oficina y 
espacio de trabajo.
 
Caracterizado por su simplicidad en diseño, buscamos 
la p racticidad d e nuestros p roductos, una c alidad 
impecable y un constante crecimiento, consiguiendo ser 
así la solución número uno del mercado.



our
products
At indigoff we search to innovate in design, functionality and technology, 
allowing our customers to enjoy an optimal workspace and pleasant 
atmosphere through our products.

We are in a constantly evolving market, so our know-how in terms of 
acoustic solutions, sustainability and service makes us the best option 
for any office and workspace. When it comes to ceilings, indigoff knows 
what’s best.

Characterized by its simplicity in design, we seek our products to be 
practical, with impeccable quality and leading our designs to deliver 
comfort and convienience to our clients, while becoming the number 
one solution in the market.
 
Without a doubt, indigoff is the new way of looking up.



celings



aries

cirrus

Aries is our acoustic wood PEt product, which 
can significantly reduce noise in a roo, while also 
contibuting to the style and modernity of the space. 
Aries is made up of a black acoustic panel base with 
functional black MDF sheets with wood veneer in 6 
colors to choose from.

Cirrus is our high-efficiency (NRC 0.65 - 0.95) 
orthogonal shaped acoustic ceiling baffle which can 
significantly reduce noise in a room contributing to the 
visual style, comfort and modernity of the space. This 
particular pattern states a formal yet contemporary 
look that enhances the room having vast design 
possibilities with all of our available colors.



hydra
Cirrus is our high-efficiency (NRC 0.65 - 0.95) 
orthogonal shaped acoustic ceiling baffle which can 
significantly reduce noise in a room contributing to the 
visual style, comfort and modernity of the space. This 
particular pattern states a formal yet contemporary 
look that enhances the room having vast design 
possibilities with all of our available colors.



mist
Mist is our high-efficiency (NRC 0.65 - 0.95) 
organic shaped acoustic ceiling baffle which can 
significantly reduce noise in a room contributing 
to the visual style, comfort and modernity of the 
space. This curved pattern provides fluency and 
modernity, allowing our clients to explore different 
styles with our available colors.

stratus
Stratus is our high-efficiency (NRC 0.65 - 0.95) 

rectangular shaped acoustic ceiling baffle 
which can significantly reduce noise in a room 

contributing to the visual style, comfort and 
modernity of the space.



clowds



drizzle sleet
Our acoustic clouds provide sound absorption 
and bring a protagonic look in every piece. Due 
to its circular shape and curved panels, Drizzle 
generates a fluent effect, always the center of 
attention in any interior space.

Our acoustic clouds provide sound absorption 
and bring a protagonic look in every piece. Sleet 
is characterized by its oval shaped panels that are 
displayed as a reticule. It provides a great level of 
aesthetics and acoustics for any interior space.



snow grains

tail

Our acoustic clouds provide sound absorption 
and bring a protagonic look in every piece. 
Created from organic shaped panels, Snow is an 
acoustic cloud with great fluency that increases 
speech intelligibility.

Our acoustic clouds provide sound absorption 
and bring a protagonic look in every piece. Hail is 
a ceiling application that decreases reverberation; 
its straight and curved shapes create a soft reticle 
by having a semi circular finish.



freezing
Our acoustic clouds provide sound absorption and 

bring a protagonic look in every piece. The rings 
in this model provide a dynamic effect by being 

positioned at different heights thus creating a 
contemporary atmosphere that enhances the room.



frames



cascade

cataract

The application of Frames on walls is an exceptional 
choice when it comes to sound absorption, adding 

a contemporary and sculptural vibe. Cascade 
generates a simple and elegant rhythm with its 

straight panels, creating great acoustic comfort.

The application of Frames on walls is an exceptional 
choice when it comes to sound absorption, adding a 
contemporary and sculptural vibe. Cataract generates 
dynamism and sense of movement with its organic 
shapes. Cataract´s curves provide great visual impact, 
turning any space into the focus of attention.



plunge
The application of Frames on walls is an exceptional 
choice when it comes to sound absorption, adding 

a contemporary and sculptural vibe. Plunge is made 
up of the repetition of panels at different angles 

of inclination, generating a precise rhythm. Due to 
its dynamic shape, it is a great solution to reduce 

acoustic reverberation.



walls



akebia

cissus

Modular acoustic and decorative panels that can 
be applied to walls to control excess reverberation. 

Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and colors. 
Akebia is a triangular module with which you can 

create different patterns and unique compositions 
integrating different colors.

Modular acoustic and decorative panels that can 
be applied to walls to control excess reverberation. 

Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and 
colors. Cissus is a diamond shaped module with 

which you can create different patterns and unique 
compositions integrating different colors.



clemantis
Modular acoustic and decorative panels that can 

be applied to walls to control excess reverberation. 
Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and colors. 

Clemantis is an hexagonal shaped module with 
which you can create different patterns and unique 

compositions integrating different colors.

ionicera
Modular acoustic and decorative panels that can 

be applied to walls to control excess reverberation. 
Available in a wide range of shapes, sizes and 

colors. Lonicera is an organic shaped module with 
which you can create different patterns and unique 

compositions integrating different colors.



indigoff.design




